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T
HE SCIENCE FICTION MOVIES OF THE 'SOS
were right after all. There really are
aliens among us, resembling hu-
mans and other animals, but with a

tiny, deadly difference. Stealthily they sneak
into their Earth victims' bodies, take up per-
manent residence and then wreak havoc on
their unsuspecting hosts.

But these aliens aren't from outer space.
They're kin to Frankenstein, monsters from
a terrestrial laboratory that veered out of
control. After years of fighting them one by
one, many defenders of the Earth are now
convinced that there is only one solution:
banish them all from the face of the planet.

These real-life intruders are a vast class
of chemicals—organochlorines, or chlorinat-
ed hydrocarbons, ranging from some every-
day plastics, like polyvinyl chloride (PVC),
to exotic ultra-toxics like the dioxins and
furans.

Chlorine, which does not exist in nature
in its elemental form, was first created as
the unwanted by-product of a century-old
salt-splitting process intended to produce
alkali. Scientists soon discovered that chlor-
ine, when combined with various organic
building blocks, formed a broad new range
of organochlorines, compounds that occur
rarely in nature. For a while, organochlorines
remained a chemical curiousity, but with the
petrochemical industry's post-war boom,
the commercial production of organochlor-
ines also took off.
Fooling Mother Nature: Many of these
compounds are highly toxic—associated
with various cancers, birth defects, repro-
ductive disorders, and immune system de-
ficiencies—and are extremely persistent in
the environment. Even when chlorinated
compounds do break down, they often pro-
duce a complex array of by-products that
are even more toxic and persistent than the
original chemical.

And manufactured organochlorines re-
semble natural substances so closely that
they are readily incorporated into the inter-
nal chemistry of living organisms, ac-
cumulating in higher concentrations at the
top of the food chain—where humans reside.

Barry Commoner, the noted environmen-
talist who directs the Center for the Biology
of Natural Systems at Queens College, says,
"Chlorinated compounds are largely respon-
sible for the toxic effects of the chemical
industry." Commoner, who offered the "alien"
analogy at the beginning of this article, ar-
gues that organochlorines are "the worst ac-
tors among toxic chemicals."

Some organochlorines are particularly
notorious: among them DOT, ozone deplet-
ing chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), polychlor-
inated biphenyls (PCBs), mirex, dieldrin,
chlordane and heptachlor. The US. govern-
ment has banned or tightly restricted these
organochlorines, acknowledging their hazards
to animals, humans and the global environ-
ment. But a great number remain unregu-
lated.

This summer, Greenpeace, the interna-
tional environmental group, is launching a
campaign to ban the production of elemental
chlorine and all organochlorines. Green-
peace, along with several leading research-
ers, rejects the standard approach of re-
viewing each chemical individually and pro-
hibiting it only when there is a clear associ-
ation of the chemical with a specific tumor
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Chlorine compounds: unsafe for any need?
or illness. This approach ignores the pattern
of evidence that indicts the whole class of
chemicals, and fails to take into account the
complex environmental impact of or-
ganochlorines.

There are more than 11,000 organochlor-
ines with varied effects, "but there are no
organochlorines that are not toxic," argues
Joe Thornton, author of a new Greenpeace
report, "The Product is the Poison." Accord-
ing to Thornton, even organochlorines that
are only mildly toxic at one stage in their
life cycle can be transformed into much
more dangerous compounds during produc-
tion, decomposition or incineration. Given
such evidence, Commoner says, "Chlori-
nated organic compounds should be re-
garded as guilty until proven innocent."
Bomb the ban: Not surprisingly, the
Chlorine Institute, a trade organization, be-
lieves the proposed ban is unscientific and
unworkable. Chlorine "is intrinsic to human
society," argues spokesman Joseph Walker,
"and we're not all dropping like flies."

Whatever its environmental impact, chlor-
ine's economic impact is enormous. Accord-
ing to the Chlorine Institute, chlorine pro-
duction is a $5 billion a year business, em-
ploying more than 30,000 Americans. And
the 12 million tons of organochlorines pro-
duced annually in the US. are used to man-
ufacture a diverse array of products includ-
ing bleached paper, most pesticides, plastics
(primarily PVC, much of it used in construc-
tion), solvents (from auto body degreasers
to dry cleaning fluids) and purified water.

But even if chlorine has become part of
daily life, it is not irreplacable. There are
substitutes available for almost every chlor-
inated product, with the possible exception
of a few pharmaceuticals.

In some cases, replacing organochlorines
would require minimal disruption. Alterna-
tive methods of paper bleaching, a process
that currently discharges tons of chlorinated
compounds into lakes and streams, could
be instituted with relative ease. In other
cases—America's chemical-intensive ag-
riculturalists come to mind—the shift would
require a wrenching change of deeply em-
bedded practices. But the growth in organic
agriculture among US. farmers, the world's
most pesticide dependent, shows that even

this industry is capable of rethinking its use
of chlorine compounds.

Despite the growing recognition that some
organochlorines are clearly persistent and
hazardous, many still assume that common
organochlorines, such as the major solvents
used in industry, quickly break down into
harmless by-products or dissipate into the
upper atmosphere. But in a new Greenpeace
study, chemist and toxicologist Robert
Ginsburg calculated that at least 6.8 million
pounds of persistent toxics are pumped an-
nually into the Great Lakes Basin. Although
the solvents themselves quickly evaporate,
they break down into new, dangerous and
long-lasting compounds that enter the lake
systems as contaminated rain.

Greenpeace has focused increasing atten-
tion on the Great Lakes Basin—which con-
tains more than 20 percent of the world's
surface fresh water—warnfhg that the sur-
rounding industries have turned the basin
into an organochlorine sink. But Theo Col-
born, a pharmacologist with the W. Alton
Jones Foundation and author of Great Lakes.
Great Legacy argues that the Great Lakes
are no worse than average. "There's no indi-
vidual on Earth without measureable levels
of [organochlorine] contamination," she
says. Colburn, who supports a ban, says
organochlorine pollution "is really a global
problem."
Chlorine's canaries: Even if a chlorine
ban were enacted today, problems associat-
ed with the disposal of existing organochlor-
ines would persist. Also, even if overall levels
of discharge dropped, the concentration of
the most dangerous organochlorines—often
the breakdown products—would remain
high for many years.

One of the challenges in making the case
against organochlorines is that there are so
many different organochlorines spread
throughout the environment, and each one
is capable of acting alone or interacting with
another. Thus, tracing individual effects out-
side the laboratory is extremely difficult. Ac-
cording to Colborn, even "a breath" of the
most toxic substances—measured in parts
per trillion or less—has been associated
with serious organic damage, especially if
the molecules are present during fetal de-
velopment.

Although scientists are still debating
exactly how organochlorines harm humans
and animals, numerous studies have linked
organochlorines to the rapidly declining
numbers of lake trout, bald eagles and other
wildlife in the Great Lakes. These animals,
with their shorter reproductive cycle, may
well be the proverbial "canaries in the mine"
warning of human risks.

The only major study of organochlorine
effects on humans in the Great Lakes—com-
paring mothers who ate Lake Michigan fish
with those who didn't—showed that the chil-
dren of fish-eating mothers were born ear-
lier, weighed less, had smaller heads, showed
a wide range of behavioral problems and
exhibited learning disabilities.

According to Jack Vallentyne, co-chair of
the Great Lakes Science Advisory Board, an
official U.S.-Canadian body that has recom-
mended phasing out organochlorines and re-
lated chemicals, the greatest risk from organo-
chlorines may not be to those who ingest
them but to fetuses and future generations.
In the past, Colborn says, researchers looked
primarily for cancers, neglecting to analyze
exposed infants for signs of increased mental
dullness and other less obvious effects.

As usual, workers are also "canaries" for
the rest of us. since they're exposed to much
higher levels of these chemicals on the job.
Earlier this year a study from the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health
found that a high-risk group of workers ex-
posed to dioxin suffered a 40 percent higher
level of cancer overall and about nine times
the normal rate of soft tissue sarcoma. Green-
peace has linked up with workers in its cam-
paign, joining the International Paper Work-
ers in fighting the International Paper Com-
pany, a major polluter in the Great Lakes
and elsewhere. It is also advocating the taxa-
tion of chlorine to create a "workers' super-
fund" to help displaced chemical workers.

Sooner or later, the production of chlorine
and organochlorines results in high risk of
pervasive problems, from organically dam-
aged future generations to destruction of the
ozone layer. Yet there are effective alterna-
tives available for everything chlorine does.
Pollution prevention, argues Greenpeace, is
the only solution to the dangers of a chlor-
inated world. n
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T H E F I R S T S T O N E
By Joel Bleifuss
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Noa Emmett Aluli: holistic islander
By Joan Conrow

It was 7:15 on a recent Sunday evening, and Dr.
Noa Emmett Aluli ,was pissed, in his low-key sort of
way. While he was off on another island rallying
native Hawaiians to participate in an upcoming
public hearing, someone had stolen the tape deck
and siphoned all the gas from his light blue VW
bug. Still, he was philosophical about his loss at the
airport parking lot, attributing it to the changing
times on Molokai, the small, rural island where he
makes his home.

Those changing times and a deeply held concern
about how they are affecting his fellow native
Hawaiians have combined to make Aluli one of
Hawaii's most indefatigable and visible political or-
ganizers. For 15 years he has served on the front
lines in all the major battles—the military's bomb-
ing of Kaho'olawe island, the geothermal develop-
ment in a Big Island rain forest, the mass excava-
tion of ancient burials on Maui, recognition of tradi-
tional religions and land-access rights, creation of a
sovereign nation—and fought numerous smaller
skirmishes over land use on Molokai.

Aluli, a gentle, soft-spoken man with a ready
smile, would question the use of those militaristic
metaphors to describe his work for the Hawaiian
people. He believes in direct confrontation, peaceful
demonstration and civil disobedience, but couldn^t
see himself resorting to monkey-wrenching, much
less armed revolution. Although his is a level of
commitment usually reserved for professionals,
Aluli says his activism is more lifestyle than occu-
pation. His real job, he will tell you, is country doc-
tor.

Yet even in his role as a general practitioner,
Aluli is driven by his commitment to native
Hawaiians. As one of seven doctors serving the
6,000-plus residents of Molokai, where two-thirds of
the population are part or pure Hawaiian, he is the
only physician at the Molokai Family Health Center

who will treat welfare recipients. They comprise
half his client load, which may consist of 30 to 35
patients in a typical 10-hour day. They are often „,
difficult cases—requiring extra follow-up and edu-
cation, less likely to follow doctor's orders, more
likely to sue—but they are also the people who
need him the most.

"I used to like birthing more than anything else,"
he says. When asked why, he answers, simply, "New
life." But he had to stop delivering babies when his
malpractice insurance premiums skyrocketed to
$17,000 a year. He still cares for the newborns,
along with the grandparents who are ready to die
and all the family members in between. He enjoys
his practice, but, like everything else on Molokai,
it's going through a transition.

"My patients used to give me fish and vegetables,
whatever they could afford," he says. "That's how I
used to make it when I first got started, and it
made medicine so meaningful." Although he occa-
sionally still gets fish, the state Department of
Human Services now picks up the tab for many of
his less affluent patients. As a result, he says, "their
expectations have changed because someone else
is paying for it. They think, 'I can get sloppy about
my health because someone else is gonna take care
of me.'"

That's an attitude Aluli is trying to change
through his presidency of Na Pu'uwai, a non-profit
organization responsible for implementing the fed-
erally funded Native Hawaiian Health Care System
on Molokai and Lanai. He envisions the program
"taking a holistic approach, acknowledging the im-
portance of ohana (family) as an integral part of an
individual's overall health and respecting traditional
native Hawaiian health-care practices and beliefs.

Aluli has studied la'au lapa'au (traditional herbal
medicine) and conducted medical research in an
effort to understand why Hawaiians have more
health problems than any other ethnic group in the
state. His studies on the decline in chronic disease
when native Hawaiians return to their traditional
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diet and the causes of obesity and cardiovascular
risk factors for adults have been widely recognized.
Science aside, for Aluli there's no ignoring the direct
connection between native Hawaiians' health prob-
lems, the steady toss of their land and the decline
of their culture. For him, medicine and politics are
inextricably linked. One interest drives the other.

Not surprisingly, Aluli's professional and personal
choices have prevented him from achieving the ma-
terial successes enjoyed by most doctors. He lives
alone in a modestly comfortable house he and his
four brothers recently built on Hawaiian Homes
Lands in Hoolehua, a place where the ancients had
19 names for the different winds that blow. The
house belongs to younger brother Hayden; Aluli has
not decided if he will keep his house on a Big
Island homestead. Boxes filled with files are pushed
against the walls of the living room and stacks of
paperwork overwhelm several tables. A computer,
fax machine and three telephones installed at
strategic locations both upstairs and down offer ad-
ditional proof that his bright and airy home does
double-duty as an office. But he enjoys his simple
surroundings and marvels at the luxury of having
hot water and a washer-dryer for the first time
since moving to Molokai in 1975.

"I never had those desires—country clubs,
BMWs," says the 47-year-old doctor. "Maybe it's be-
cause 1 thought I'd never make it. It's very hard to
make it materially in Hawaii. It could also be be-
cause of the people I identify with and get along
with. 1 don't know anybody who's rich that I'd like
to hang around with."
Hawaiian roots: Aluli describes his own upbring-
ing as "upper class for a Hawaiian, but for every-
body else, real middle class." His father was a
house painter, his mother stayed home. Surrounded
by his own large ohana (family), with 24 of his 104
first cousins living on the same street, Aluli was
insulated from the Kaneohe Marine Base families
who resided near him in suburban Kailua on the is-
land of Oahu. Through songs and traditional foods,
bedtime stories steeped in Hawaiian legends, con-
versations with his grandparents and carefree sum-
mers with his cousins in the mountains and at the
beach, he developed a strong sense of his Hawaiian
culture. His parents were proud of being Hawaiian.
They also instilled in him "a sense of responsibility
for Hawaiians who weren't making it," he says. "I
was aware of that at a very early age."

But he also remembers feeling self-conscious
about looking different—darker—than the other
kids in the Catholic schools he attended. He and his
brothers felt the need to prove themselves, "to
fight, and we competed and excelled in surfing,
sports and academics." Upon graduation, he still

, had to fight, but this time it was with his parents,
' who wanted him to join the Army to further his
education. Aluli had other ideas. He won a scholar-
ship to Marquette University in Wisconsin and left
Hawaii for the first time in his life. He returned
after graduation—"this is my home"—and in 1975
was a member of the first graduating class of the
University of Hawaii School of Medicine.

It was upon moving to Molokai, however, that the
second phase of Aluli's education began. Although
he had been politically aware for some time and
had operated on the fringe of the Hawaiian move-
ment, he didn't commit himself to politics until he
first visited Kahoolawe at the age of 30. Kahoolawe,
a small island off the coast of Maui, had been used
for target practice by the military since World War
11 and was off-limits to civilians. For him, the island
was the subject of numerous childhood stories and
endless fascination. It was also becoming a focal
point for Hawaiians who wanted to reclaim their
land. Aluli was among the first Hawaiians to visit
the island after it fell under military control, and he
and his companions were stunned and moved by
what they saw.

"It made us kind of cry to see this land that was
barren and had no people on it, no water," he said.
"It was devastated, eroded, covered with ordnance.
I'd never experienced land crying, complaining, ask-
ing for help. I felt some sort of presence, some
specialness about it. It obligated me, got me think-
ing, 'You'd better start paying attention to land,
looking at how come land is so significant.'"

Aluli returned to occupy the island three times
and was arrested once for trespassing, a charge he
beat on the grounds of religious freedom. The ex-
perience marked a new direction for Aluli's life and
set a precedent for allowing Hawaiians access to
the island. The military has now stopped the bomb-
ing, and Aluli recently was appointed to the
Kahoolawe Island Conveyance Commission, a panel
charged with overseeing the return of the island to
the state of Hawaii.
Letting the dead rest: His organization also has
prompted other breakthroughs. Huge native pro-
tests against the excavation of more than 2,000 an-
cient human remains to make way for the Ritz
Carlton on Maui led him to organize island burial
councils that are now recognized by the state and
charged with monitoring issues involving Hawaiian
burials. He also helped found the Pele Defense
Fund, a group that has gained international support
for its efforts to stop geothermal development in a
Big Island rain forest. In that case, too, he has at-
tempted to force Western courts to recognize tradi-
tional Hawaiian religious and access rights. Al-
though the lawsuits have been unsuccessful, Aluli
feels vindicated because they helped make
Hawaiians more aware of the intricate relationship
between their land and their culture and religion.

"The land is the religion, the land is the culture,"
he says. "People have got to know that. Otherwise,
it just becomes this academic thing. It's all about
protecting the resources, honoring them, respecting
them as god-forces and having those places that
were recognized as sacred places continue on."

Closest to home, Aluli is very active in Molokai
issues, working to limit resort development, to keep
rural families on their land on the island's scenic
east end, to create economic alternatives to
tourism and to protect access rights to the
shoreline. Hawaiians are progressing, he says, but
their culture will not survive without a land base.
The push now is toward self-determination and di-
rect control over the vast land holdings that the
state and various trusts have been administering
since the U.S. overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy
in 1883.
A land base: "The kids nowadays need to feel
that there are some victories, that culture isn't just
speaking Hawaiian and that hula isn't just a dance,"
he says. "It's the relationship to the land—and feel-
ing like that land base will be around in the future
to influence the culture."

There's still a lot of work to be done, but Aluli
says his role is winding down. "I've been consistent.
I've been persistent. I've shown that I'm not just
some fly-by-night politician trying to use Hawaiian
claims to better my own practice and lead me to a
more lucrative job. I've hung in there with the grass-
roots, trying to find a solution. But I see it all peak-
ing in about two years. I've done enough."

Looking ahead, he envisions himself moving to
the sidelines, letting the younger generation take
over the political work, maybe finally raising a fam-
ily and starting a quieter practice in another rural
area of Hawaii. But it is unlikely Aluli will ever be
able to pull back completely as long as his medical
practice continues to serve native Hawaiians. "You
can solve their health problems, but the other is-
sues are more deep-seated because they involve
economics, culture, family dynamics," he says. "For
me, I guess, that's the drive—to make it happen, to
put it all into a wholeness." Q
Joan Conrow is a journalist based in Hanelei, Hawaii.
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Sound suSp^u^E filial list of
the 25 peopleon the Commission pBi3ifWs|iS^pa% who
will shape U.S. and world environmental policies far the Bush ad-
ministration.

1. Michael Deland, chairman of White House Council on En-
vironmental Quality and commission chairman. He once headed
EPA Region 1 (New England) where he was known for delaying
the cleanup of Superfund sites.

2. William Ruckelshaus, CEO of Browning-Ferris Industries,
commision vice chairman. Ruckelshaus is Jfidtill million plus to
head Briawning-Ferris, the nation's secondlafgest garbage enter-
prise. The company has a long criminal record including felony
convictions for violating anti-trust laws, dumping toxic wastes in
the iQMiifeer and a substantial record of fines for violating en-
vir|«fflinf4 relations. Connections to the mob are alleged.
Ruclcel§|aji£leidM the EPA under both Nixon and Reagan. He
left the Relgaf EPA to set up a consulting agency that pioneered
an effort to bring together corporate polluters and their insurance
cotnpsniieis|%af effort to skirt environmental cleanup leasts. From
therejh^jfent m to establish the Coalition on Superfutid; a group
whose j»irp#s« was to destroy Superfand liability provisions. To
tfiat entfftf enlisted Conservation Foundation head Bill Reilly to
get otheif environmental gpups involved. The Coalition issued a
repeal claiming that Superfund wasn't working. But the National
Resources Defense Council discovered the scam and the coalition
fell apart, Ruckelshaus, an old hand at trying to co-opt the en-
vironmental movement, reportedly urged Bush to appoint the
Conservation Foundation's Reilly to head the EPA.

3. JtfW|*rtzt, Proctor and Gamble. P&G, a big polluter, is a
potefttia% responsible party at a number of Superfund sites. The
company has gotten environmental mileage out of packaging fruit
juice Concentrate in small paper boxes.

4. Marguerite Ross Barnett, president of the University of
Houston,The: university is renowned for its strong basketball pro-
gram and even stronger ties to the oil industry.

5. Kiley Bechtel, Bechtel Group Inc. The Bechtel family is
closely associated with the Reagan and Bush administrations. The
company^ the largest consulting engineering firm in the Up-
builds nuclear power plants and petrochemical plants.

6. Dean Blntrock. Waste Management Inc. According to Brian
Upsett of Citizen's Clearinghouse for Hazardous Waste, "Bunt-
rock's company has been convicted on numerous occasions for
antitrust, bribery and price fixing—tactics clearly associated with
organized crime. Its most frequent partner in crime has been
Browning Ferns." Waste Management is also involved in the en-
vironmentally fraudulent practice known as "plastic recycling." As
Father Joseph O'Brian of Our Lady Star of the Sea Church in Port
Isabel, Texas, said, "Calling Dean Buntrock a recyder is like nam-
ing Jack the Ripper surgeon general."

7. Richard Clarke, Pacific Gas and Electric Company. The
company has a vested interest in increased consumption of oil
and gas and was a contributing polluter at three Superfund clean-
up sites.

8. Kenneth Derr, Chevron Corporation. The company wants to
open oil fields to off-shore oil drilling. Chevron is party to a suit
against 29 cities that asks them to share in the clean-up cost of a
Superfund site,

9. Robert Fit president of Resources for the Future and its
subsidiary, Center for Risk Management. This "environmental" or-
ganization fe almost entirely funded by the petrochemical and
garbage industry. The group's purpose is to manipulate public
perception of the risks from industrial pollution through nonsen-
sical analogies, like, it ts more dangerous to drive than to live
next to a Superfund site. The chairman of the center's advisory
council is Ruckelshaus. The center receives money from Waste
Management and Browning Ferris.

10/Kathrp fuller, head of World Wildlife Fund and Conserva-
tion Foundation, Fuller took over these organizations when Reilly
went off to head the EPA. The World Wildlife Fund and the Con-
servation Foundation can best be characterized as two of the
three most "industry friendly* groups in the US. environmental
movement. (You won't find representatives from "radical" en-
vironmentalgroups like the Sierra Club or the Audubon Society
on Bush's comniission.) Ruckelshaus is on the board of directors
of both the fund and the foundation. Fuller is on the board of
Waste Management. The two organizations are heavily funded by
petrochemical and garbage money, including Chevron and Waste
Management.
Next issue, the list continues.
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AIDS and myth-
breaking on the
reservation
Mingled with many timeless myths
pervading Tohono O'odham Indian
culture is a contemporary one that
could prove deadly: that AIDS is
someone else's headache.

Gloria Nez and Arlene Joaquin are
working hard to dispel such notions.
Traversing the tribe's huge Sells Res-
ervation west of Tucson, Ariz., the
O'odham women spread informa-
tion among the 15,000 residents
about a deadly—and colorblind—
disease.

They've been pleasantly surprised
by how many are willing to listen.

"When we first started going out,
the response was, '1 don't want to
hear about it. I'm not gay,'" Nez says.
"They would simply turn the other
way."

Now she says the AIDS Thuth Mu'a
O'odham (AIDS Is Killing O'odham)
Project, with only two employees,
has become familiar to even the
most remote villages dotting this
parched, 5,000-square-mile reserva-
tion. The women's van, adorned with
traditional O'odham symbols, often
gets waved down on the road.

'They stop us and ask for con-
doms," Nez says. "They joke around
when.they see us, and they say, 'Oh,
there goes the AIDS ladies.'"

The women joined the fray in
1989, signing up as volunteers for
the tribe's AIDS Education Project.

Nez, 39, was a secretary caring for
her ailing father; at 33, Joaquin had
already been touched by the disease
when it killed her former lover and
father to her son.

"I wasn't aware of it at all before
that," Joaquin says. "I didn't know
how it was transmitted or how to
protect yourself. No one told me any-
thing."

With time, Joaquin says, she came
to understand what AIDS could do
to her people. "Once this virus hits
the reservation, it will wipe out the
whole nation," she says, citing al-
coholism and intravenous drug use
as heavy contributors to the poten-
tial crisis.

"It leads to promiscuous behavior,
things that wouldn't happen if peo-
ple were sober. It's the biggest prob-
lem on the reservation."

When the Thuth Mu'a project was
created, sponsored by the Tucson-
based social service agency La
Frontera and a trial grant from the
U.S. Congress of Mayors, Nez and
Joaquin were hired as community
educators. They were sent to Berke-
ley, Calif., for training in AIDS coun-
seling and became certified to do
anonymous testing.

Because they are also* O'odham,
they've been able to develop a com-
munity rapport that might have
taken others years to develop. The
women reserve two or three days
for home visits and spend the rest
of their week mailing condoms and
pamphlets and speaking to schools
and community groups. On Fridays
they work out of La Frontera.

Nez says their greatest obstacle
lies in convincing people that AIDS
is everyone's problem. "That's what
I try to stress to them. I tell them
that this virus isn't going to say, 'I'm
not going to go there because those
people are native Americans.'

"A lot of people leave the reserva-
tion to go work in cities. But they
always come back, and it's very pos-
sible they could bring it with them."

To date, no O'odham have tested
positive for HIV. But the women
think some sort of outbreak is inevit-
able. But just as the project is gaining
acceptance, it simultaneously faces
dwindling funds as, the Mayors' grant
dries up. And O'odham tribal govern-
ment has actively ignored the issue
in the past, even failing to recognize
the pair when they,won a Tucson
newspaper's yearly civic service
award. . . , - . . "

Following recent tribal elections,
however, new Chairman • Josiah
Moore immediately created the
O'odham Office on AIDS. He has also
called on local county government
to provide more than $70.0,00 for the
Thuth Mu'a Project, a request county
officials are resisting.

Meanwhile, Nez and Joaquin just
keep working, distributing condoms
and information. But their sweat is
not without reward.

"We don't see anybody else doing
what we're doing," Nez. says. "And I
think we've made a difference. It
used to be people didn't want to lis-
ten. Now they often take the first step
and come to us."

-Tim Vanderpool
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